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Course Description 
The aim of this 7 week course is to examine the form, function and style of innovation in China through the lens of                       
one of China's greatest success stories: the city of Shenzhen. 
 
The course focuses on the roles of technological leap-frogging, government policies, open innovation networks,              
talent, shanzhai (山寨) and rapid product development cycles on innovation in Shenzhen, China and the impacts of                 
these innovations on individuals, organizations and the world. 
 
The course is designed to take advantage of NYU Shanghai's one-of-a-kind locational endowment and extensive               
network of experts in order to provide students with a unique perspective and opportunity to understand and                 
participate directly in the ecosystems of Shenzhen and China. Students will learn in and out of the classroom through                   
lectures, mini-case studies and fieldwork. They will also contribute to the production of knowledge on the increasingly                 
important topic of the Shenzhen style of innovation through regular blog posts on the course website.  
 
The course will equip students with a broadband understanding of innovation in China, including business,               
technology, public policy and entrepreneurship. The course uses an interdisciplinary approach and emphasizes the              
importance of teamwork (and hard work) in the design and implementation of innovations. In addition to developing                 
deep knowledge of the subject matter and analytical skills, students are expected to strengthen their capacity to work                  
in teams by integrating knowledge from a diverse set of sources. Students will leverage their previous experiences as                  
relevant or explore new avenues related to their academic and career aspirations. 
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Out of the classroom, students will learn by 'fishing where the fish are,' and will undertake fieldwork in Shanghai at                    
electronics markets, malls, and other areas. Students will conduct interviews during their fieldwork in order to                
determine user needs and desires in the area of consumer electronics or digital products and, from this information,                  
they will specify the requirements for a novel addition to an existing electronics product. The course will culminate in                   
an optional two-day trip to Shenzhen where students will explore and engage with the various communities and                 
innovators.  

Course Structure 
The course is divided into three units. The first unit provides a conceptual foundation for understanding the types and                   
roles of innovation and the associated institutional and grassroots innovation in the process of Shenzhen's               
transformation from a small administrative village to the wealthiest city in China per capita. The second unit presents                  
Chinese firm and individual experiences as they moved from a state of technological catch-up to one of radical                  
innovation. The third unit and final unit challenges the class to imagine the opportunities for innovations in China                  
going forward, with particular attention being paid to those in the consumer product and electronics industry. 
 
Modest adjustments in the syllabus will be introduced to accommodate specialized interests by students and address                
important topical issues as they arise.  
 
Course Teaching Objectives: The teaching objectives of the course are:  
 

● To establish an understanding of the fundamental theories, concepts and forms of innovation. 
● To familiarize students with the concepts and practices of technology innovation in the context of China,                

including the role of technological leap-frogging, government policies, open innovation networks, shanzhai            
(山寨) and rapid product development cycles on innovation in Shenzhen and China broadly. 

● To develop an understanding of the role of design and innovation as a collaborative, multi-disciplinary group                
activity. 

● To improve skills of presentation, case writing and product design. 
● Expose students to a hybrid set of methods to understand the wide array of approaches to do research in                   

the field of technology and innovation in China. 
  
Course Learning Outcomes: The following learning outcomes are anticipated upon completion of this course.              
Students will be able to:  
  

● Identify and apply innovation processes within real-world contexts and constraints (assessed by homework             
assignments, case outline and fieldwork projects)  

● Understand and apply design-thinking concepts, including user testing in the design and adoption and              
acceptance of innovative technology products 

● Represent authoritative and individual viewpoints on innovation and China (assessed through class            
participation, memos, fieldwork and case outline) 

● Work effectively as team members and demonstrate leadership skills (assessed by fieldwork and final              
project)  

● Communicate effectively (assessed by fieldwork and final project) 

Class Participation 
Class participation is essential. Students will be required to demonstrate knowledge of the readings and be able to                  
offer a critical assessment of the contents. Students will be asked to lead class discussions and others will be                   
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expected to contribute to discussion based on the topic, readings and other relevant sources of information. Laptops                 
are permitted in class to take notes and to follow along during demonstrations. All other devices are not to be used,                     
and checking social media during class is prohibited. 

Attendance 
Attendance in all classes is mandatory. Unexcused absences and tardiness will affect your grade. If you know you                  
are going to be absent or late, please let me know in advance so we can figure out how you can make up what you                         
missed in class. 2 unexcused absences will lead to a failing grade. 

Academic Integrity 
It is a condition of passing this course that students read and adhere to the NYU Shanghai policy on academic                    
integrity as described in the current NYU Shanghai Academic Bulletin. 

Moses Center Statement of Disability  
If you are student with a disability who is requesting accommodations, please contact New York University’s Moses                 
Center for Students with Disabilities at 212-998-4980 or mosescsd@nyu.edu. You must be registered with CSD to                
receive accommodations. Information about the Moses Center can be found at www.nyu.edu/csd.  

Grading 
● Class Participation (25%): will be evaluated on the basis of: (a) familiarity with the readings; (b) quality of                  

contributions; (c) critical and creative approaches to the issue; and (c) respect for the views of others. 
 

● Short Quizzes (10%): will be given at regular intervals throughout the course. These quizzes will cover the                 
reading materials in specifically, and the course topics in general. 

 
● Memos and Blog Posts (15%): short memos will be assigned as throughout the course, these memos are                 

designed to support the course discussion and materials and should be focused on providing the reader with                 
a recommendation to pursue or cease pursuit of a specific opportunity. Memos will be evaluated based on                 
their completeness, how well they introduce the topic to the reader and their specific recommendations.               
Another memo will be the topic identification memo described in the Project section below. 

 
● Mini-Case Outline (20%): of no more than 1,500 words based on the topics covered in class. The aim of                   

the outline is to lay the groundwork for a potential case study to be undertaken at a later date. The grading                     
will focus on the extent to which students demonstrate familiarity with the underlying concepts. 

 
● Final Project (30%): student teams will be tasked with re-imaging and imitating a product or service                

innovation - something I have termed Shanzhai+ ( 山寨+ ). 

Grading Criteria 
A: Excellent performance showing a thorough knowledge and understanding of the topics of the course; all                
work includes clear, logical explanations, insight, and original thought and reasoning. 
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B: Good performance with general knowledge and understanding of the topics; all work includes general               
analysis and coherent explanations showing some independent reasoning, reading and research. 

 
C: Satisfactory performance with some broad explanation and reasoning; the work will typically demonstrate              
an understanding of the course on a basic level. 

 
D: Passable performance showing a general and superficial understanding of the course’s topics; work lacks               
satisfactory insight, analysis or reasoned explanations. 

 
F: Unsatisfactory performance in all assessed criteria. 

Equipment 
This course may necessitate the use of equipment from the IMA Equipment Room. Policies and procedures for                 
checking out, caring for, and returning equipment will be discussed during IMA Orientation (DATE X or X, mandatory)                  
as well as in class. Be aware that keeping IMA equipment past return dates or failing to adhere to the policies of the                       
IMA Lab WILL affect your participation grade for this course. 

Projects 
Topic Identification Memo 
This will be one paragraph that identifies the topic that the student plans to focus on during the course. This can be in                       
the form of a particular case study or a theme that provides a basis for the identification of a novel area of innovation .                        
The aim of the memo is to help in the identification of the relevant procedures, literature, case studies, and contacts.                    
Early identification of issues significantly improves the learning process and the quality of the final product. 
 
Case Study Outline 
Each student will be expected to produce an extended outline of a case study on innovation and Shenzhen (1,500                   
words). The outline will serve as a conceptual foundation, framework or background that will be used to analyze a                   
specific theme. Students will be expected to demonstrate their knowledge of the literature and its relevance to a                  
specific field of interest. 
 
Shanzhai+ 
This is a group-based project where teams will be tasks with first identifying an appropriate electronics product, and                  
then applying ethnographic methods to understand its market-fit within the China. Once that is complete, student                
teams will then be tasked with recommending, and ideally retrofitting the product to provide an additional function or                  
extend it’s usefulness to an entirely new market segment.  
 
Case study (Optional) 
Students will have the option of undertaking to write a full case study on a topic related innovation in partnership with                     
the NYU Shanghai Program on Creativity + Innovation. 
 
Students may choose to focus on an organization they have worked with, write or document an event that took place,                    
or explore the experiences of a certain individual. Cases generated through class will be used in the future as a                    
reading and reference material for the class.  
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Resources 
I’ve created a number of digital resources for the course (email, message board and resources list). The website will                   
have the most up-to-date course information (check the course schedule for upcoming course readings, videos, and                
other info) 
 

● Website: [] 
● Class Slack Group: [] 
● Trello Resource Board: [] 

Networking 
Information on career and networking opportunities will be provided as needed. NYU Shanghai’s Career Services               
Center maintains links with numerous organizations and alumni around the world. Additional contacts are provided               
through Interactive Media Arts, the NYU Shanghai Program on Creativity + Innovation and its partners throughout the                 
NYU Global Network and beyond. 
 
In addition, the course offers opportunities for establishing contacts with a wide network of entrepreneurs,               
professionals and institutions innovating across a diverse set of industries in China and abroad. The focus of the                  
network is to enable course participants to explore opportunities for future academic and professional engagement.               
Course participants will also have the opportunity to recommend guest speakers or professional contacts of               
relevance to the syllabus.  

Book [Optional] 
Vogel, Ezra, “Deng Xiaoping”, Available Online: 
https://www.amazon.com/Deng-Xiaoping-Transformation-China-Vogel-ebook/dp/B0064EHZY0  

Course Overview 
Unit 1: Background and Foundations 

 
Week 1: Introduction and Innovation's Role in History  
Week 2: Wired Shenzhen: China’s Reform and Opening 

 
Unit 2: Innovation in China - From Leapfrogging to Radical Innovation 

 
Week 3: National Innovation Systems: The Chinese Internet and the Great Firewall 
Week 4: Wired Shenzhen: Shanzhai and the Hardware Ecosystem 

 
Unit 3: Opportunities and Future 

 
Week 5: Grassroots Innovation 
Week 6: Open Innovation 
Week 7: Final 
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CLASS DETAILS 

CLASS #1 - INTRODUCTION AND INNOVATION'S ROLE IN        
HISTORY 
The aim of this session is to introduce the course, provide an opportunity for students to learn about each others                    
interests and identify opportunities for adjustment in the syllabus. We will then move on to cover a very large array of                     
topics designed to help form the basis of a multi-dimensional techno-socio-economic analysis of innovation in               
Shenzhen and China, including introducing the history of the city, the rise of private businesses, the importance of                  
government policies and the legend of Deng Xiaoping. 
 
Activities: 
 

- Course Introduction 
- Build Course Toolkit 
- Forms and Functions of Innovation 

 
Read: 
 

- Abramovitz, M. 1986. “Catching Up, Forging Ahead, and Falling Behind,” Journal of Economic History, Vol.               
46, No. 2, pp. 385-406. 

- Gustav Ranis and John C. H. Fei, 1961. “A Theory of Economic Development,” The American Economic                
Review, Vol. 51, No. 4, pp. 533-565. 

- Juma, C. 2014. “Complexity, Innovation, and Development: Schumpeter Revisited,” Journal of Policy and             
Complex Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 4-21. 

CLASS #2 - WIRED: SHENZHEN + CHINA’S REFORM AND         
OPENING 
This class session will begin with a viewing of wired: Shenzhen, and end with a special presentation and discussion                   
with David Li, one of the world’s foremost experts on Shenzhen, innovation and Shanzhai (山寨). 
 
Activities: 
 

- Video: Shenzhen, The Silicon Valley of Hardware 
- Introduction to Shanzhai 

 
Read: 
 

- Taylor, F. W. (1911). Scientific management. Routledge. Available: 
https://docs.google.com/a/nyu.edu/document/d/18Qu2K5B6ApYLboOpT6vi0lBfbqHoqYhJekOpLXy5qPM/edi
t?usp=sharing  

- Bluedorn, A. (1986). The Academy of Management Review, 11(2), 443-447. Retrieved from 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/258472 

- Guardian, The, “Story of cities #39: Shenzhen – from rural village to the world's largest megalopolis”. 
Available: 
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https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/may/10/story-of-cities-39-shenzhen-from-rural-village-to-the-worlds
-largest-megalopolis  

- Mackinnon, Eli. The Twilight of Shenzhen’s Great Urban Village. Available: 
http://foreignpolicy.com/2016/09/16/china-demolition-economy-the-twilight-of-shenzhens-great-urban-village-
baishizhou/?from=groupmessage&isappinstalled=0  

- 邓小平科技思想与早期深圳自主创新的实践 [Chinese - translation will be provided] 

CLASS #3 – NATIONAL INNOVATION SYSTEMS: THE       
CHINESE INTERNET, GREAT FIREWALL AND CHINESE      
INNOVATION 
The aim of this session is to highlight the importance of national innovation systems and support on the development                   
of innovations in China and the world. In particular, we will take a look at the development of innovations within the                     
context of China’s communications infrastructure and data control systems (e.g., the Great Firewall). We will end the                 
session with a discussion on a particularly interesting area of digital innovation in China, Financial Technologies,                
including blockchain and wealth-management products. 
 
Activities: 
 

- Lecture: National and Institutional Innovation Systems 
- Programming the Great Firewall 

 
Read + Listen: 

- Cortese, Charles F. “The Social Analysis of Boomtowns”. Available: 
http://www.sublettewyo.com/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/96  

- Clay Christensen on Innovation. Available: 
http://www.wbur.org/onpoint/2016/10/12/clay-christensen-innovation-luck  

CLASS #4 – WIRED SHENZHEN: SHANZHAI AND HARDWARE        
STARTUPS 
Our fourth class session will focus heavily on the concept of hardware manufacturing, with a special emphasis on                  
hardware startups and the digital and physical innovation ecosystems that support them. In addition, we will cover                 
must-know concepts related to rapid manufacturing and the Shenzhen manufacturing ecosystem. 
 
Activities: 
 

- Lecture + Discussion: China's Reform + Opening | Shenzhen's Manufacturing Ecosystem 
- Rapid Prototyping Lab #2 

 
Read: 
 

- Knight, Will. “China is Building a Robot Army of Model Workers”. Available: 
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/601215/china-is-building-a-robot-army-of-model-workers/  

- Cusumano, Michael. Manufacturing Innovations: Lessons From the Japanese Auto Industry. Available: 
http://search.proquest.com/docview/224963289  

- Koren, Y. Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems. Available: 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0007850607632326  
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CLASS #5 – GRASSROOTS INNOVATION 
This course session will focus on exploring bottom-up innovations - the inventors, scrappy startups and myriad                
communities that arguably represent China’s future source of economic growth and creative destruction. These are               
the innovations that are informed more by daily necessities and desires of their markets, rather than the top-down                  
innovation programs and those that are present within popular culture. We will focus the majority of the class session                   
on physically prototyping solutions. 
 
Activities: 
 

- Short Lecture + Discussion (Hardware Startups) 
- Rapid Prototyping Lab #2: Life Hacks 

 
Read + Watch: 
 

- Babbage. “Peasant DaVincis”. Available: 
http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2010/07/chinese_invention  

- Taylor, Alan. “Chinese DIY Inventions”. Available: 
http://www.theatlantic.com/photo/2013/05/chinese-diy-inventions/100511/?re&utm_source=buffer&utm_cont
ent=buffer3141e  

- IDEO Shopping Cart Project 

CLASS #6 – OPEN INNOVATION 
This class session will begin with a discussion of the important role open innovation plays in both Shenzhen and                   
China in general. We will also spend considerable time discussing the Jerry Sanders case. 
 
Activities: 
 

- Short Lecture: Open Innovation 
- Discuss Case 
- Case Study Workshop 

 
Read + Watch: 
 

- Jerry Sanders case (see Slack for download) 
- The 5 myths of Innovation. Available: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/237379284_Innovation_From_The_Inside_Out  
- Chesbrough, Henry. “The Era of Open Innovation”. Available: 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Stuart_Hart4/publication/237379284_Innovation_From_The_Inside_Out
/links/0a85e5320a7feba016000000/Innovation-From-The-Inside-Out.pdf#page=37  

- Darlin, Damon. Monopoly, Milton Friedman's Way. Available: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/20/weekinreview/20monopoly.html  

- How Arduino is Open-Sourcing Imagination 
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[OPTIONAL] SHENZHEN TRIP – [DATE TBD] 
This trip is optional, and dependent upon a successful funding campaign by the course. We will be designing the                   
agenda together as a class. Some options are to spend a day in Shenzhen’s massive electronics markets choosing                  
components for our products, as well as checking out one of China’s first automated factories and designing a                  
product or service for one of Shenzhen’s large migrant communities. 

CLASS #7 – FINAL 
The final class session will begin with a short briefing on our Shenzhen trip and what we discovered, as well as a                      
discussion of the future of innovation in both Shenzhen and China in general. We will end the session with each team                     
presenting their Shanzhai+ products. 
 
Activities: 
 

● Quiz #2 
● Group Presentations 
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